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Let ‘ be a primitive 2mth root of unity. We prove that Z[:]=Z[‘] if and only
if :=n\‘i for some n, i # Z, i odd. This is the first example of number fields of
arbitrarily large degree for which all power bases for the ring of integers are known.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A number field K is said to have a power basis if its ring of integers is
of the form Z[:] for some : # K. It is a well-known problem to determine
if a number field has a power basis, and if so, to find all the elements which
generate such a basis. The set of generators is stable under integer transla-
tion and multiplication by &1; we call : and :$ Z-equivalent if :$=n\:
for some n # Z. Gyo ry [11] proved that up to Z-equivalence there are only
finitely many elements which generate a power basis for any number field
K. It is usually very difficult, however, to determine all the generators. For
examples of power bases determination in quartic fields see Bremner [1],
Kable [13], or Nagell [14]. For examples in prime cyclotomic fields see
Bremner [2] or Robertson [15]. Algorithms for finding power bases are
developed by Gaa l and Schulte [9] for cubic fields; by Gaa l, Petho , and
Pohst (in a series of papers, for example see [6, 7]) for quartic fields; by
Gaa l and Gyo ry [5] for quintic fields; and by Gaa l and Pohst [8, 3] for
sextic fields. See Gaa l [4] or Gyo ry [10] for a survey of these and other
known results on the existence and computation of power bases.
Cyclotomic fields are an interesting case because power bases always
exist and in some cases we can find all the generators. In this paper we
restrict our attention to 2-power cyclotomic fields. Let ‘ be a primitive 2mth
root of unity. It is well known that Z[‘] is the ring of integers of Q(‘), and
so ‘ generates a power basis. Our main theorem (Theorem 1.1) shows that
there are no additional non-obvious generators for the ring of integers.
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Namely, all integral generators are either Z-equivalent to ‘ or one of its
Galois conjugates.
Theorem 1.1 Let ‘ be a primitive 2mth root of unity. Then Z[:]=Z[‘]
if and only if :=n\‘i for some n, i # Z, i odd.
Theorem 1.1 provides the first example of number fields of degree 23
where all power bases are known. (For an example of power bases deter-
mination in a number field of degree 22 see Robertson [15], where the
prime cyclotomic fields Q(‘p), p23, are considered.) Determining all
power bases for a ring usually involves an investigation of units. In the case
of 2-power cyclotomic fields, the units we are interested in turn out to be
cyclotomic units. This simplifies the computations since the group of
cyclotomic units can be given explicitly and is of finite odd index in the unit
group of Z[‘]. We discuss cyclotomic units in Section 2, before turning to
power bases in Section 3.
Notice that if m=2 then Q(‘) is a quadratic field and Theorem 1.1 holds
in this case. Thus, to simplify arguments, assume from now on that m3.
2. CYCLOTOMIC UNITS
In this section we prove two results involving cyclotomic units in
Z[‘+‘&1] which are needed for our work on power bases. We begin by
recalling some facts about Z[‘] and its unit group (see Washington [16]).
The notation established will be used in the subsequent section as well.
Let q=2m&1. Then the minimal polynomial for ‘ is xq+1, and
deg(Q(‘)Q)=q. Consequently, ‘&i=&‘q&i for all i # Z.
Denote the elements of the Galois group Gal(Q(‘)Q) by _i , i odd,
where _i is defined by _i (‘)=‘i. Denote the complex conjugate of : # Q(‘)
by : . Then Gal(Q(‘)Q)$Z2Z_Z2m&2Z is generated by complex con-
jugation and _5 , since 5 has order 2m&2 modulo 2m. Also, deg(Q(‘+‘&1)Q)
=q2 and Gal(Q(‘+‘&1)Q) is cyclic and generated by _5 .
Let r=2m&2&1. The unit group of Z[‘+‘&1] has rank r, but in
general it is difficult to find a system of r fundamental units in Z[‘+‘&1].
It is well known, however, that the unit group has a subgroup of finite
index, namely the group of cyclotomic units, which can be given explicitly.
For a # Z, a odd, let
!a=‘(1&a)2 }
1&‘a
1&‘
. (1)
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These elements are cyclotomic units in Z[‘+‘&1] and they satisfy
!&a=&!a . It is convenient for our work to consider a particular set of r
generators for the group of cyclotomic units. Namely, we consider
!5i , 1ir. (2)
These units are multiplicatively independent and together with &1 they
generate the cyclotomic units of Z[‘+‘&1]. The cyclotomic units of Z[‘]
are generated by ‘ and the cyclotomic units of Z[‘+‘&1].
The group of cyclotomic units of Z[‘+‘&1] is closed under Galois
conjugation. In particular,
_5(!5i)=‘(5&5
i+1)2 }
1&‘5i+1
1&‘5
={!
&1
5 !5i+1 if 1i<r,
!&15 if i=r.
(3)
We will use this in our proof of Theorem 2.3.
As mentioned above, the cyclotomic units of Z[‘+‘&1] have finite
index in the full unit group. Moreover, this index is equal to the class
number h+ of Q(‘+‘&1) (see Washington [16], Thm. 8.2). In our work
we use the fact that this index is odd. This is a corollary of the following
theorem of Iwasawa [12].
Theorem 2.1 (Iwasawa). Let p be a prime, k be a number field, and K
be a cyclic Galois extension of degree pa over k. Assume there is exactly one
prime ideal in k which ramifies in K. If the class number of K is divisible
by p, then the class number of k is divisible by p.
Yokoyama [17] generalized Iwasawa’s theorem by proving that the result
still holds if the word ‘‘cyclic’’ is removed from the statement of the
theorem. By setting p=2, k=Q, and K=Q(‘+‘&1) in Theorem 2.1 the
following is immediate:
Corollary 2.1. Let ‘ be a primitive 2mth root of unity. Then the class
number h+ of Q(‘+‘&1) is odd.
If + # Z[‘+‘&1] is a unit, then all of its Galois conjugates are units. In
particular, _5(+)=+{, for some unit {. Our next result uses the fact that h+
is odd to show that if { is a cyclotomic unit, then + is a cyclotomic unit
as well.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose + and { are units in Z[‘+‘&1] which satisfy
_5(+)=+{. If { is a cyclotomic unit, then + is a cyclotomic unit.
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Proof. Let _5 repeatedly act on the equation _5(+)=+{. This gives
_5(+)=+ } {
_52(+)=+ } { } _5({)
_53(+)=+ } { } _5({) } _52({)
(4)
_54(+)=+ } { } _5({) } _52({) } _53({)
b b
+=_52m&2(+)=+ } { } _5({) } _52({) } _53({) } } } _5(2m&2)&1({)
Now, + has norm \1 since it is a unit. Thus, multiplying the equations in
(4) together yields
\1=NormQ(‘+‘&1)Q(+)= ‘
2m&2
i=1
_5i (+)=+2
m&2
} #,
where # is a product of powers of { and its Galois conjugates. Moreover,
# is a cyclotomic unit, since { and all of its Galois conjugates are
cyclotomic units. Thus, +2m&2=\#&1 is a cyclotomic unit as well. It follows
that + is a cyclotomic unit since the index of the cyclotomic units in the full
unit group of Z[‘+‘&1] is equal to h+, and h+ is odd. K
Cyclotomic units and the following theorem play a central role in our
proof of Theorem 1.1 given in the next section.
Theorem 2.3. Let : # Z[‘] and suppose += :&:
‘&‘
is a unit in Z[‘+‘&1].
If there is an automorphism _k # Gal(Q(‘)Q) such that
+=
:&_5(: )
‘&_k (‘ )
, (5)
then +=\1 and :=n\‘ for some n # Z.
Proof. The outline of the proof is as follows. We first show that
+=_5(+) } =, where ==
‘5&‘&5
‘k&‘&k
. (6)
Note that ==!5!5+q!&1k !
&1
k+q , and so = is a cyclotomic unit. It follows
from Theorem 2.2 that + is a cyclotomic unit as well. This is the key fact
in the proof. We write + as a product of the generators for the group of
cyclotomic units given in (2) and, using that +=_5(+) } =, prove that
==\1. To finish the proof, we consider ==&1 and ==1 separately.
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To prove (6) we rewrite equation (5) as
:&+‘=_5(: )&+‘&k.
Since + # R, letting complex conjugation act on both sides of this equation
gives
: &+‘&1=_5(:)&+‘k.
But, :&+‘=: &+‘&1 by the definition of +. Therefore we have
_5(: )&+‘&k=_5(:)&+‘k.
Solving for + yields
+=
_5(:)&_5(: )
‘k&‘&k
=_5 \ :&:‘&‘&1+ }
‘5&‘&5
‘k&‘&k
=_5(+) } =,
as claimed in (6). Therefore, as shown above, + is a cyclotomic unit.
Next we rewrite = as a product of cyclotomic units of the form !5i , where
1ir, r=2m&2&1. First observe that k1 mod 2m, since otherwise it
follows from (5) that _5(: )=: and so : # Q(i ) and + is not a unit. Also,
it is clear from (5) that k&1 mod 2m. Thus, since k is odd, we have
k#\5a mod 2m, for some a, 1ar. Since !k=&!&k and !k+q=
!&k+q , we have that
==!5 !5+q!&1k !
&1
k+q=\!5!5+q!
&1
5a !
&1
5a+q . (7)
In order to express all the subscripts in (7) as powers of 5, we use that
52
m&3
=(1+22)2
m&3#1+q mod 2m.
Multiplying this congruence by 5 and 5a respectively gives
5(2
m&3+1)#5+q mod 2m;
5(2
m&3+a)#5a+q mod 2m.
Therefore, (7) may be rewritten as
==\!5!5t !&15a !
&1
5b , (8)
where t=2m&3+1<r and b#2m&3+a mod 2m&2, 1br.
Now, since + # Z[‘+‘&1] is a cyclotomic unit, there are n i # Z such that
+=\ ‘
r
i=1
!ni
5i
. (9)
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Using (3), (8), and (9), the equation +=_5(+) } = may be rewritten as
‘
r
i=1
!ni
5i
=\!&N5 !5 !5t !
&1
5a !
&1
5b ‘
r
i=2
!ni&1
5i
, (10)
where N=ri=1 ni . The exponents n1 , n2 , ..., nr are uniquely determined, so
comparing exponents on both sides of (10) gives
n1=&N+1+$1
n2= n1+$2 = &N+1+$1+$2
n3= n2+$3 = &N+1+$1+$2+$3
(11)
n4= n3+$4 = &N+1+$1+$2+$3+$4
b b
nr= nr&1+$r = &N+1+$1+$2+$3+$4+ } } } +$r ,
where
1 if i=t, and i{a, i{b ;
$i={&1 if i{t, and i=a or i=b ;0 otherwise.
Adding the equations in (11) together yields
N= &rN+r+ :
r
i=1
(r+1&i ) $i
= &rN+r+(r+1&t)&(r+1&a)&(r+1&b)
= &rN&1&t+a+b,
where the formula holds even if a=t or b=t. Therefore
(r+1) N=&1&t+a+b. (12)
Now, r#&1 mod 2m&2, t#2m&3+1 mod 2m&2, and b#a+2m&3 mod 2m&2.
Thus, considering equation (12) modulo 2m&2, we have
2(a&1)#0 mod 2m&2.
Since 1a<2m&2 it follows that a=1 or a=2m&3+1, and so k#
\5 mod 2m or k#\5+q mod 2m. Therefore ==\1.
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Suppose ==&1. Then +=&_5(+), and consequently +=&_5(&_5(+))
=_25(+). The fixed field of _25 is Q(- 2) since the automorphism group
generated by _25 has index 2 in Gal(Q(‘+‘&1)Q) and Q(- 2) is the
unique quadratic subfield of Q(‘+‘&1). Thus, +=a+b- 2 and _5(+)=
a&b- 2, for some a, b # Z. Now, +=&_5(+) implies a=0. This is a con-
tradiction since +=b - 2 is not a unit.
Therefore ==1 and +=_5(+). Since _5 generates Gal(Q(‘+‘&1)Q) it
follows that + is fixed by the entire Galois group and so + # Z. Hence
+=\1, as claimed in the statement of the theorem.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.3, it remains to show that :=n\‘ for
some n # Z. We first show that
:=a0+a1‘+aq&1‘q&1, a1+aq&1=\1, (13)
where a0 , a1 , aq&1 # Z. Write : # Z[‘] as
:=a0+a1‘+a2‘2+ } } } +aq&1‘q&1, ai # Z.
Since ‘q=&1, we have
:&: =a1(‘+‘q&1)+a2(‘2+‘q&2)+ } } } +aq&1(‘q&1+‘). (14)
On the other hand, +=(:&: )(‘&‘&1)=\1 implies
:&: =\(‘&‘&1)=\(‘+‘q&1). (15)
Comparing coefficients in (14) and (15) yields a1+aq&1=\1 and ai=0
for 2iq&2, as claimed in (13).
Now, setting +=\1 in (5) we have
‘&‘&k=\(:&_5(: ))
=\(a1 ‘+aq&1 ‘q&1+a1‘q&5+aq&1‘5).
Since ==1 there are only two possibilities for k, namely k#&5+q or
5 mod 2m. If k# &5+q mod 2m then we have
‘+‘5=\(a1 ‘+aq&1‘q&1+a1‘q&5+aq&1‘5),
but comparing coefficients shows this is impossible. If, on the other hand,
k#5 mod 2m then we have
‘+‘q&5=\(a1‘+aq&1‘q&1+a1‘q&5+aq&1‘5),
and comparing coefficients yields a1=\1 and aq&1=0. Therefore,
:=a0\‘ where a0 # Z, as in the statement of the theorem. K
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3. POWER BASES
In this section we discuss power bases and prove Theorem 1.1.
We begin with two preliminary lemmas involving ideals whose norm is
a power of 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let t and k be integers with t0 and k odd. Then
NormQ(‘)Q(1&‘2
t } k)=22
t
.
Proof. Let |=‘2t } k. Then | is a primitive 2m&tth root of unity and has
minimal polynomial
f (x)=x2m&t&1+1= ‘
2m&t
i=1
i odd
(x&|i).
Thus, NormQ(|)Q(1&|)= f (1)=2. Since deg(Q(‘)Q(|))=2t, it follows
that
NormQ(‘)Q(1&|)=(NormQ(|)Q(1&|))2
t
=22
t
as claimed. K
Lemma 3.2. Suppose # # Z[‘] is a unit and #  R. If NormQ(‘)Q(1&#) is
a power of 2, then
#=
‘a&‘b
‘a&‘&a
for some a, b # Z with a\b mod 2m, a0 mod 2m.
Proof. Any unit of Z[‘] can be written as a root of unity times a real
unit (see Washington [16]), so there exists s # Z and a unit + # Z[‘+‘&1]
such that #=‘s+. Since #  R, taking the complex conjugate of # yields
# =‘t#{#, where t=&2s and t0 mod 2m.
Let {=1&# and assume NormQ(‘)Q({)=2i, where i is a positive integer.
Then {=(unit) } (1&‘)i, since 1&‘ is a uniformizing parameter for the
prime ideal above 2 in Z[‘]. As above, it follows that {=‘k=(1&‘) i, for
some k # Z and real unit =. Since ‘q=&1, this gives that { =(&1) i ‘&2k&i{
=‘n{, where n # Z, n0 mod 2m.
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We have that #+{=1 and # +{ =‘t#+‘n{=1. Solving these two equations
for # gives
#=
‘n&1
‘n&‘t
=
‘(n&t)2&‘&(n+t)2
‘(n&t)2&‘(t&n)2
=
‘a&‘b
‘a&‘&a
,
where ab mod 2m, and a0 mod 2m. K
We now turn to the problem of finding all : # Z[‘] which generate a
power basis. Following Bremner’s work in the case of prime cyclotomic
fields [2], we begin with the following observation.
Lemma 3.3. Let : # Z[‘]. Then Z[:]=Z[‘] if and only if
NormQ(‘)Q(:&_i (:))=\NormQ(‘)Q(‘&‘i),
for all 2<i<2m, i odd.
Proof. An element : # Z[‘] satisfies Z[:]=Z[‘] if and only if : and
‘ have the same discriminant. This is equivalent to the condition that
NormQ(‘)Q \ ‘
2m
i=3
i odd
(:&_i (:))+=NormQ(‘)Q \ ‘
2m
i=3
i odd
(‘&‘i)+.
This holds if and only if
‘
2m
i=3
i odd
\NormQ(‘)Q \:&_ i (:)‘&‘i ++=1. (16)
We claim that each of the quotients (:&_i (:))(‘&‘i) is an algebraic
integer and so its norm is in Z. To see this, put
:=a0+a1‘+a2‘2+ } } } +aq&1‘q&1, aj # Z.
Then
:&_i (:)
‘&‘i
= :
q&1
j=1
aj\‘
j&‘ij
‘&‘i +
= :
q&1
j=1
a j(‘ j&1+‘ j&2+i+‘ j&3+2i+ } } } +‘( j&1) i) # Z[‘]. (18)
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Hence (16) is equivalent to
NormQ(‘)Q \:&_i (:)‘&‘ i +=\1
for all 2<i<2m, i odd. The lemma follows. K
In Robertson [15] we consider the problem of determining all power
bases for prime cyclotomic fields. Let ‘p be a primitive pth root of unity.
One of the results in [15] is the following: If Z[:]=Z[‘p] and : is not
Z-equivalent to ‘p then :+: is equal to an odd integer. That is, up to
Z-equivalence, : either lies on the unit circle or on the line Re(z)=12,
z # C. Our next theorem shows that the situation is very different for
2-power cyclotomic fields.
Theorem 3.1. If Z[:]=Z[‘] then :+:  Z.
Proof. Suppose Z[:]=Z[‘] and :+: # Z. Put
:= :
q&1
i=0
ai‘ i, ai # Z.
Taking the complex conjugate of : we have
: = :
q&1
i=0
ai‘&i=a0& :
q&1
i=1
ai‘q&i.
Thus,
:+: =2a0+ :
q&1
i=1
(ai&aq&i) ‘i.
Now, :+: # Z implies the coefficient of ‘i is zero for i=1, ..., q&1. Thus,
:+: =2a0 . It follows that :&: =2(:&a0) is divisible by 2, and so its
norm is divisible by NormQ(‘)Q(2)=2
q24. But, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3,
we have
NormQ(‘)Q(:&: )=NormQ(‘)Q(‘&‘&1)
=NormQ(‘)Q(&‘&1) } NormQ(‘)Q(1&‘2)
=4.
Thus, NormQ(‘)Q(:&: ) is not divisible by NormQ(‘)Q(2), and we have
reached a contradiction. K
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We are finally ready to prove our main result, Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume Z[:]=Z[‘]. Then :+:  Z by
Theorem 3.1, and so :+: is not fixed by Gal(Q(‘+‘&1)Q). Since _5
generates this Galois group, it follows that :+: {_5(:)+_5(: ). Thus
:&_5(: )
:&:
 R.
Let #=(:&_5(: ))(:&: ). The norms of # and 1&# can easily be com-
puted using Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.3, and the fact that ‘ i has norm 1 for all
i # Z. Specifically, we have
NormQ(‘)Q(#)=NormQ(‘)Q \‘&‘
&5
‘&‘&1+
=NormQ(‘)Q \1&‘
6
1&‘2+
=1;
and,
NormQ(‘)Q(1&#)=NormQ(‘)Q \‘
&5&‘&1
‘&‘&1 +
=NormQ(‘)Q \1&‘
4
1&‘2+
=4.
Therefore, Lemma 3.2 applies, and
#=
:&_5(: )
:&:
=
‘a&‘b
‘a&‘&a
for some a, b # Z with a \b mod 2m and a0 mod 2m.
We claim that a is odd. The theorem follows from this fact and Theorem
2.3. Namely, if a is odd then there is an integer c with ac#1 mod 2m. Let
_c # Gal(Q(‘)Q) be defined by _c(‘)=‘c, and :$=_c(:). Then
_c(#)=
:$&_5(: $)
:$&: $
=
‘&‘&k
‘&‘&1
, (17)
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where k#&bc mod 2m. Thus
:$&: $
‘&‘
=
:$&_5(: $)
‘&_k (‘ )
. (18)
Moreover, (:$&: $)(‘&‘ ) is a unit by Lemma 3.3 since Z[:]=Z[:$]=
Z[‘]. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that :$=n\‘ for some n # Z. Hence,
:=_a(:$)=n\‘a, as claimed in the statement of Theorem 1.1.
Thus it remains to prove that if
#=
:&_5(: )
:&:
=
‘a&‘b
‘a&‘&a
then a is odd. Suppose that a is even. We first show that # # Z[‘4]. To see
this write # as
#=
1&‘b&a
1&‘&2a
.
Since # is a unit and 2 divides a, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 4 divides
b&a. Thus,
#=
1&(‘4) (b&a)4
1&(‘4)&a2
# Z[‘4].
The field Q(‘4) is fixed by (_5)2
m&4
# Gal(Q(‘)Q) since ‘4 is a primitive
2m&2th root of unity. For ease of notation, let .=(_5)2
m&4
. Then # is fixed
by .. It follows that there is a unit + # Z[‘+‘&1] given by
+=
:&_5(: )
.(:)&.(_5(: ))
=
:&:
.(:)&.(: )
.
Thus, :&: =+(.(:)&.(: )), and we have
:&+.(:)=: &+.(: ). (19)
Similarly, :&_5(: )=+(.(:)&.(_5(: ))), and we also have
:&+.(:)=_5(: )&+.(_5(: )). (20)
Since + # R, acting on both sides of (20) by complex conjugation gives
: &+.(: )=_5(:)&+.(_5(:)). (21)
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Notice that the left-hand sides of (20) and (21) are equal by (19). Thus the
right-hand sides are equal and we have
_5(:)&_5(: )=+.(_5(:))&+.(_5(: )).
Solving this equation for + gives that
+=
_5(:&: )
_5(.(:)&.(: ))
=_5(+).
Thus + is fixed by _5 . Since + is also fixed by complex conjugation, it
follows that + # Q. Thus +=\1 since + is a unit. We derive a contradiction
by considering +=1 and +=&1 separately.
Suppose +=1. Then :&: =.(:&: ) by the definition of +. Thus
:&: # Z[‘4].
Since deg (Q(‘)Q(‘4))=4, we have that
NormQ(‘)Q(:&: )=(NormQ(‘4)Q(:&: ))4=n4
for some n # Z. But, from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we know
NormQ(‘)Q(:&: )=NormQ(‘)Q(‘&‘ )=NormQ(‘)Q(1&‘2)=4.
Thus, NormQ(‘)Q(:&: ) is not a fourth power, and we have a contradic-
tion.
It remains to consider +=&1. In this case (19) and (20) give that
:+.(:)=: +.(: ),
and
:+.(:)=_5(: +.(: ))=_5(:+.(:)).
Thus :+.(:) is fixed by complex conjugation and by _5 , and so
:+.(:)=n, (22)
for some n # Z. Letting . act on both sides of this equation yields
.(:)+.2(:)=n. (23)
Subtracting equation (23) from equation (22) gives that :&.2(:)=0, and
so : is fixed by .2. Therefore, : # Q(‘2) and does not generate the ring of
integers of Q(‘). We have reached a contradiction. Thus a must be odd, as
needed to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. K
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